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If LZ’ is the (possibly degenerate) differential generator of a diffusion process 
whose measures converge to a unique invariant measure p, then formally the 
value yin UP’(x) + k(x) - y = 0 is s K(x) &dx). A finite difference approxima- 
tion is used to solve the differential equation. The coefficients in the finite 
difference equation are one-step transition probabilities for same Markov chain 
whose (suitable) continuous time interpolations converge weakly to the diffu- 
sion. Under reasonable conditions, the invariant measure of the sequence of 
chains converges weakly to the weak sense density of p as the finite difference 
intervals go to zero. The approximating measure can be taken to be the 
invariant measure (or Cesaro sum of the n-step transition probabilities for the 
chain), of the chain, suitably weighted. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Let f(e) and u(e) denote a bounded and uniformly Lipschitz continuous 
Rr (Euclidean r-space)-valued function on R’ and a bounded and uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous matrix-valued function on Rr, respectively, and let 
w(.) denote a standard Rr-valued Wiener process on [0, co). Let x(t) denote 
the solution to the It6 equation 
x(t) = x + joif(x(I)) ds + jot +(s)) dw(s). (1) 
Let &x) denote the probability measure of x(t), when x(0) = X, and suppose 
that there is a probability measure (independent of x), so that &x) -+ p 
weakly as t -+ co, uniformly in x in compact sets. Let K(o) be a bounded 
uniformly continuous real-valued function on R’, and define the matrix 
44 by 
A(x) = u(x) a’(x) = &(x), i,j = I,..., r}. 
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There are many situations in physics and in stochastic control theor! 
where one wants to calculate the value 
y  I k(x) p(dx). 
s 
If  there is a constant y  and a smooth real-valued function V(.) on R’, for 
which EzV(xt) does not grow too fast as t + cc, and y  satisfies 
Lw(x) + k(x) - y  = 0, x E R’, (2) 
where 
then y  = 7. Generally, in applications to stochastic control theory, A(.) 
is degenerate, and one rarely knows whether a suitable solution (V(.), y) to 
(2) exists. In any case, some numerical method for solving (2) must still be 
used. 
Suppose that one tries to solve (2) by a finite difference method, with 
difference interval h; let the solution to the finite difference problem be 
denoted by Y”(z), yh, where x ranges over the points on the finite difference 
grid. Under some further assumptions (3), we will show that yh-+y, as 
h + 0. The methods are purely probabilistic and are similar to those used 
by Kushner and Yu [l] and Kushner [2], and reference will be made to those 
papers whenever possible, to save space. Equation (2) need not even have a 
strong sense solution. Equation (2) serves merely as a “computational 
intermediary.” Th e approximations converge to the desired quantity, whether 
or not (2) makes sense. 
Consider the following special two-dimensional problem, which is a 
prototype of a frequently occurring model in stochastic control theory: 
dx, = x2 dt 
i x = (x1 ) x2). 
dx, =f&) dt $- c(x) dwj 
Generally, the model is only an approximate representation of some physical 
situation and may only have validity when / x 1 is not too large; fa( .) and c( .) 
may be “very poorly” known for large x. The model often is a convenient 
representation for a physical process for “velocities and positions that are 
typical.” One hopes in such a case that the process has enough internal 
stability so that the forms of fa( .) and c( .) for large 1 x j do not have a great 
effect on 7, as long as they are “reasonable.” 
With this in mind, and in order to obtain a finite region in which to apply 
the finite difference method, we assume that there is a bounded open region G 
so that all trajectories exterior to G are deterministic and tend to G-in 
particular, that a(x) = 0, x $ G-and that for x E 8G, f(x) points strictly 
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interior to e = G + aG. In order to avoid the technicalities associated with 
specifying a finite difference approximation on an arbitrary set c, it will be 
supposed that e is a hyperrectangle, and (2) will be approximated in C. With 
some extra complications in selecting the finite difference method, a more 
genera1 G can be dealt with. Under the above assumption, the paths 
{x(t), t <: co} corresponding to any initial x E e are uniformly bounded with 
probability 1 (wp 1). 
With respect to the model of the physical system, the assumption is that 
the behavior of the process within G has the dominant effect on the value of 
7, provided that some “reasonable” behavior is chosen for the paths of the 
model, when outside G. 
It will also be supposed that there are real positive h, , K1 so that, for 
h < h, > 
2M9 - 1 I 44 2 0, i = l,..., r 
i,j 
i#j 
(3) 
2. PRELIMINARIES: REPRESENTATIONS FOR yh 
Define the finite difference grid R,+ = {(n,h,..., n,.h)}, where n, ,..., n, 
range over all positive and negative integers and zero. The origin of RbT 
can be shifted if desired. Let ei denote the unit vector in the ith coordinate 
direction. We assume (without loss of generality) that the sequence of finite 
difference intervals h (h + 0) is selected so that for each interval h which is 
used the corners of the rectangle G can be written as integral (or zero) 
multiples of h. Define Gh = Rkr n G, Ch = RhT n Gh . 
Using the finite difference approximations for a2V/(ax, ax,) and i3V/ax, 
given in [l, (S)-(lo)] or [2, (3)-(5)], substituting them into (2), and rear- 
ranging terms yields1 (compare [l, Eq. (1 l)] or [2, Eqs. (7) and (S)]) the 
finite difference equation (x E Rhr) 
Vh(x) = c Vh(x & e,h) p”(x, x f  eih) 
i.f 
+ c Vh(x & e,h f  ejh)p”(x, x f  eih & eih) 
i,j 
i#i 
* 
(4) 
+ h(x) &h(X) - yUP(x), 
1 The sum over fe& + ejh indicates summation over all four possibilities 
+eih f  ejh, --e&z f  e&z. For any real valued function f(r), we define f+(x) = 
ma0, f(41, f-(x) = m=[O, -f(.41. 
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where 
&h(x) = h”iQ,(X) 
and 
pyx, x & e&) = Chf,-yx) + a&) - 3 c j a,,(x,i]/Q,,(x,, 
j#i 
ph(x, x - e,h - q/z) = p”(x, x + eih + e,h) = u~(x)/2Qh(x) (i #A, 
and 
ph(x, x + eih - ejh) = p”(x, x - e,h + ejh) = aij(x)/2Qh(x) (i fj). 
As discussed in [l] or [2], the pa are nonnegative and sum to unity for 
each X. They are thus the one-step transition probabilities for some (homo- 
geneous) Markov chain {fi”} on RhT. The development depends heavily on 
this fact. Letting E, denote the expectation given too” = x E RhT, (4) can be 
written as 
V”(x) = E, Vlh(&h) + k(x) M(X) - yW+). (5) 
By our assumptions on G, f(.), and u(.), if x = tab” E Gh , then the entire 
path {&h} is contained in Gh . This follows since tih cannot leave Gh without 
hitting the boundary first and, on the boundary, U(X) = 0 and f(x) points 
inward. Thus, for x on aG, all of the ph are zero except ph(x + e&r), and 
ph(~ f  e,h) =fi*(x) [‘J$ ifi(x)j]-l. Thus, if on aG, the path of {ti”} can only 
move inward or along the boundary. Thus, if x = (Oh E G,, , then {Eih> is a 
finite state process on Gh . We only need consider x E G. 
Write d@(Q) as dtih. I f  (5) has a solution (Vlh(.), yh), where yh does not 
depend on x, then 
yh = hi (6) 
Certainly (5) does have a unique solution if Gj, is an ergodic class, which is 
something that we cannot guarantee in general. For any recurrent state 
x E Gh , let Gh(x) d enote the recurrent class containing x. Now fix x to be a 
recurrent state on Gh and define 
n-1 
for y  E Ga(x). 
Then, for a recurrent x, the limit in (6) equals [3, p. 88, Theorem 31 
P(X) = (& k(Y) dth(y) v”(r)) (Jz, At”(r) “h(Y))-l. (7) 
h 
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Any method of solving (5) in the ergodic case requires something akin to 
obtaining the G(y). We assume in the sequel that (7) is the desired solution 
to (5) and show that rh(x) -+ f as h + 0. The particular value of x which is 
used is unimportant and can vary as h decreases, provided only that it is a 
recurrent state for each h. 
Define the continuous parameter process f*(.) by 
i-l 
P(t) = tih, t E [C> $+1), tih = C Atih. 
j=O 
For x E ch recurrent and 5,” = x, the ergodic theorem for Markov chains 
[3, Section I.151 and the fact that minrEG AP(x) > 0 yield that 
= h(li’t) jt k(c$h(s)) ds = v+i(l/t) jt E&$(s)) ds. 
(WPl) 
0 0 
It will be shown, in particular, that 
-w4Sh(4 --+ J%ws)) (9) 
as h -+ 0, uniformly in x (Theorem l), which will immediately yield the main 
result, Theorem 2. 
Suppose that process (1) starts at x E c,, , which is a recurrent state for 
(5,“) for all small h. Then (7) yields a weak sense approximation to the invar- 
iant measure p-in particular, the measure with mass 
AthO +Y) (& ‘WY) T”(Y))-’ 
h 
at each pointy E C&(x) and zero mass on other points. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS FOR {fib> AND CONVERGENCE OF 
E&(4*(t)) UNIFORMLY IN x IN G 
Throughout the rest of the paper, we use the symbol 0(.) for any real-, 
vector-, or matrix-valued function of h such that e(O) = 0 and B(h) -+ 0, as 
h -+ 0, uniformly in the initial condition x and the probability space variable. 
By [l, 21, we can write 
8+1= Eih + f(5i”) Atih + Pih, 
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where the {/3$} are orthogonal and 
E,[(;+, - (i” ~ ti”] =-f(Ei”) At:, 
cov[@ / &“I G. ilh(&7y At,‘& = A(&“) AQ + 6’(h) Atih. 
THEOREM 1. Under the conditions in Section 1, E,k(th(t)) + E,k(x(t)) 
uniformly in x in G, as h + 0. 
Proof. By [l, Section V] (set T = 00 there) or [2, Section VJ, 
E,k(th(t)) --+ E,k(x(t)) for each X. We will effectively show that for each 
6 > 0 there is an h, > 0, so that h < h, implies that 
I WGhW) - -WG(t))l < 6 for all x E Gh . (10) 
Let D,i denote 8/&is. For each E > 0 and bounded set G 3 G, there are 
functions (matrix, vector, and scalar valued, resp.), u,(.), fe(.), k,(.), so that 
for x E G, 
IL(4 -f(x)1 < 6, ! %W - +)I < E, I k,(x) - 4% < E, 
and there is a real B, so that, for all x E RT and integers 
is > 0, s = l,..., r, I Dil ... D;,g,(x)! < By”‘+il, 
where g<(.) represents any component of o,(.), fJ.> or k,(.). Define 
x,(t) = x + ~otfXx.(s,) ds + It 4W) dwts). 
For each real T > 0, there is a real K, > 0 so that by choosing G large 
enough we have, for x E G and E < 1, 
Ez I x,(t) - 4W < 4 , t<T (11) 
where k,( .) is bounded on finite t intervals. We can write [l] /3i” = oh(fih) uih, 
where oh(x) = u(x) + B(h), (Q} is orthogonal and cov[Q / tih, s < i] = 
AtihI. Define the sequence f,“#’ = x, & = .$’ + p(@‘) Atih + /$*‘, where 
/3:*’ = CY(@~) wih. Define the piecewise constant interpolation fh*c(.) of 
{,$‘}; p-(t) = .p, t E [tih, tf+l). Then E, / P*‘(t) - fh(t)12 < EK, for a real 
K, . All the estimates in [I], [2] for {fnh, jInh> also hold for (,$kE, btE}, except 
that the weak convergence is to x6(.), rather than to x(.). Thus, it is enough 
to show (10) under the assumption that f( .), u(a), and k( .) satisfy the above 
assumptions onf6(*), u<(s), and k,( .). Assume, henceforth, that this is so. 
Define xid by xod = x and 
A 
Xi+1 = xi’ + f(xi”) A + u(xi”) [w(iA + A) - w(iA)]. 
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Then we can also assert that 
E, 1 LX/’ - x(iA)12 < e(A), 
Thus, we only need show that (let nA = t) 
iA < t. (12) 
I -Cash - -%f4xnA)I - 0 (13) 
uniformly in x E G as h + 0, and then A -+ 0. We will actually work with a 
more convenient representation of [“(no). 
Define nib = max{K: tkh < id} and the index set 
Define 
I!; = {fz-, ,...) nlch - l}. 
and the process tf*” by 
,$*A = x and k > 0. 
A proof similar to Lemma 4 of [I] yields that there is a real K so that, for 
s < s + T < t, we have 
(14) 
Since Eh(nA) and t>” only differ by at most one term of the form 
f(fi”) Atih + @, (10) will hold as stated if it is true with t = nA and &” 
replacing fh(nA), wheref, CJ and k satisfy the conditions onfC , (sE , k, above. 
Let Bfs” measure all the lgih up to but not including those in @“. Then (14) 
implies that 
/ E,(F,h*’ 1 B;*“) -f(&“) A ( < K,A 
for a real Ks . Also, there is a real K4 so that 
I E,[fl;,“(p”k*“) j B;*“] - A($‘) A I 
= 1 Kc [,=& Ahk%h) At,h 1 B;‘“] - &?i’“) A 1 
(15) 
(16) 
< KaA2 + B(h). 
We note, for later use, that [2, Section VII] there is a real K5 so that 
E,[I /I;*” I4 I LZY;~“] < K5A2 + B(k). (17) 
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Next, define go(~) = k(r) and, for each integer s > 0, define gsi l L Pgs(x), 
where dp is the differential generator of (1). By (17), the properties off, u, k, 
and (15), (16), there is a real KS so that 
E,g”(gy) = E,g”(&) + E~gs+‘(&fl) A $ e(s, h, A), (18) 
where 1 E(S, h, A)/ < K&l3/2 + B(h)). Furthermore, by the growth properties 
of the derivatives of U, f, k, there is a real 4 so that K,,, < qKs for each 
integer s. Similarly, 
Ergs = E,g”(&) f E,g”+‘(x&,) A + qs, h, A), 
where we can suppose that 1 c(s, h, A)/ < K#l%. Define 
%l s = E,g”(gf) - E,gS(xmd). 
Then (18) and (19) yield 
(19) 
an: < a$,-, + &!II~A + K,(A3’2 + B(h)) 
a0 . “=O 
(20) 
Henceforth, let B(h) < A3i2 and absorb the extra constant into K, . 
By induction, it can be verified that 
LX:,’ < [C,“K, + C2nK,+lA + ... + CnnKs+(,-ljAn-l] A3’2, 
where Cmn is the binomial coefficient 
(21) 
In particular, 
%z O = I E,k(&“) - E,k(x,“)I 
%I0 < v [(I + qd)” - 1-j. (22) 
Since nA = t, ‘Y,O -+ 0 as h + 0, A ---f 0, uniformly in x E G. Eq. (22) also 
holds for -01,~. Thus (13) holds as stated, and the theorem is proved. 
4. THE LIMIT THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2. Under the conditions in Section 1, yh(x) + 7 as h + 0, 
provided that at each h, yh(x) is evaluated at some recurrent state on (I?~ . 
Proof. Define K(x, t) = E&x(t)) and Kh(x, t) = &k(&t)). By Theo- 
rem 1, for each E > 0, there is an h, > 0 so that 1 P(x, t) - K(x, t)l < E for 
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h < h, . Let t be large enough so that 1 K(x, t) - 7 j < E for all x E C. Thus 
1 IP(x, t.) - 7 1 < 2~ for x E Gh, h < h, . Let s > 0 be an arbitrary real 
number, and define 
m, = min(k: t E [tk*, ti+J} 
(m, depends on h). Thus Sk, = [h(t) and 
I qX, t + 4 - r I = I -K!Gt+,) - 7 I 
and the proof is completed. 
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